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Why are we using Knowledge Organisers?
Research around memory suggests that “knowledge is sticky”: the more factual knowledge 
you know, the easier it is to learn more in future! But there is a catch: If knowledge is studied 
once, and not revisited or revised, it is not stored in long-term memory. 

To strengthen your memory, and ensure information is stored permanently in your long-term 
memory, it must be revisited frequently. This means that after one lesson, or a single test, the 
knowledge is not fully embedded or learned unless it is studied again. 

This is why your knowledge organiser is an important part of revising the essential 
information you learn in class!

Use of Knowledge Organisers for revision and in class
As part of their home learning, students should be revising what they have learned recently, 
but also content they were taught previously. Therefore, as part of our strategy to ensure 
that knowledge is embedded over time, we have developed knowledge organisers, which 
contain the ‘bedrock knowledge’ necessary in each subject area. A mastery of this knowledge 
will ensure that students can progress comfortably to new units of learning, and can be 
successful in their subjects.

This information will provide the basis of our assessments and exams, and so getting into 
good revision habits with these resources will ensure students feel as prepared as possible.

Teachers may set specific areas of each knowledge organiser as part of homework tasks on 
‘Satchel one’ – formerly ‘Show my Homework’ – however students should be using their 
knowledge organiser for independent revision regularly. 

For mastery of your subjects, remember: 

“Don’t practise until you get it right. Practise until you can’t get it wrong!”

As well as supporting revision at home, this knowledge organiser should be kept in students’ 
bags, and brought to school each day so that it can also be used and referred to in lessons. 

A Knowledge-Rich Curriculum at 
Lymm High School
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How to use your knowledge organiser:
Recommended strategies (don’t just read or highlight – get active!):

• Create mind maps

• Create flash cards

• Write out key points on post-it notes and place somewhere visible so you see and review them regularly

• Write your own quiz questions based on your knowledge organiser – leave until the next morning, next 
day, or next week to see how well you have retained the information

• Get someone else to test you

• Use key vocabulary from your KO in sentences

• Use the formulae, vocabulary lists, facts, processes etc on your KO to help you complete homework 
tasks

• Draw diagrams and flow charts of key information

• Summarise each section into your own words – what are the MOST important facts or details in each 
box?

• “Just a minute” – time yourself for 60 seconds. Can you talk about this topic or explain it to someone else 
without stopping for a whole minute?

• Draw images/symbols to represent the different concepts and vocabulary

• Teach someone else about this topic. Research suggests we retain even more information when we 
teach a topic than when we learn it or revise it.
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Tier 2 Vocabulary – General academic vocabulary for success across all subjects

“The limits of my language are the limits of my world” - Ludwig Wittgenstein

List 1 List 2 List 3
alternative (n) another option ensure (v) make sure of something principles (n) beliefs

annual (adj) yearly ethnicity (n) race/background/culture prominent (Adj) famous/important

apparent  (adj) clearly understood excluded (v) left out promote (v) advertise/raise someone to a 
higher role

attributes (n) qualities fund (n/v) a stock of money/to pay 
for

restricted (adj) limited/controlled

authority (n) the person in 
charge/expert/power

imposter (n) Someone pretending to be 
someone or something 
they are not

significant (adj) important

commitment (n) promise justification (n) reason sought (v) Looked for/wanted

consent (v) give permission legislation (n) laws summary (n) A brief statement of the main 
points

consumer (n) customer labour (n) work subsequent (adj) coming after

core (n/adj) The centre/central maintenance (n) repairs/upkeep technical (adj) Complicated/related to a 
particular subject

dimensions (n) size/measurements maximum (n) The most undertake (v) take on/begin something

distribution (n) the spread of something parameters (n) boundaries withstand (v) bear/survive

despite (prep.) Even though/in spite of perceive (v) Think/believe valid (adj) factually correct/acceptable

economic (adj) to do with wealth and 
money

principal (adj) most important zeitgeist (n) what’s currently popular
4
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Best before dates are about quality
The best before date, sometimes shown as BBE (best 
before end), is about quality and not safety. The food 
will be safe to eat after this date but may not be at its 
best. Its flavour and texture might not be as good. 
Best before dates appear on a wide range of foods 
including:

•frozen foods (such as peas, chips and ice 
cream)
•dried foods (such as pasta and rice)
•tinned foods (such as baked beans and 
canned tomatoes)

The best before date will only be accurate if the food 
is stored according to the instructions on the 
packaging.

Food safety advice when preparing and cooking 
foods
Many dangerous foodborne bacteria can be 
eliminated from foods through safe preparation and 
cooking methods. The following rules should be 
adhered to when preparing and cooking foods
Preparing
•Avoid cross contamination – chopping boards 
should be coloured coded so that raw meat is never 
cut on the same board as fruit and vegetables. 
Utensils should be washed after being in contact with 
raw meat to avoid cross-contamination.
•Wash fruit and vegetables – all fruit and vegetables 
(especially root vegetables that may have excess soil) 
should be thoroughly washed to prevent the risk of 
spreading harmful bacteria such as E. coli.
•Take care when defrosting foods – ideally, plan 
ahead and leave enough time to defrost food. Safe 
thawing should be done in small amounts in the 
fridge. Ensure meat and poultry are defrosted on the 
bottom shelf. If meat is thawed in the microwave, 
cook it immediately. Foods should be thoroughly 
defrosted before being cooked.
•Keep work surfaces clean – it is important for food 
safety that all worktops are kept clean and free of 
bacteria. Use a clean cloth and anti-bacterial sprays. 
Ensure any surfaces are wiped clear of cleaning 
residue before preparing food.
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All your food begins its journey on a farm. This is known as the agricultural sector.
Food is then transported to a factory to go through primary and secondary processing. Food may then be stored 
here for some time before it is required in the retail sector. From storage, food enters the distribution sector. 
This is where it is transported to the shops to be sold. 
The retail sector is where food is sold to you, the consumer. The retail sector does not only include large 
supermarkets, but also small corner shops and local farmers' markets. Your fork is the final step for the food that 
started off life on the farm.

Food processing and production
Food processing refers to the stages raw ingredients go through in order to become something we can 
eat.
Food production refers to the three-part production of food – input, process and output.
Why do we process food?
Food processing must happen for a number of reasons, these include:
✓ making food safe to eat by killing harmful bacteria
✓ making food look and taste its best by adding colour after processing
✓ making foods become available that are out of season, like frozen raspberries and strawberries
✓ making foods easier to prepare, this is important for people who live busy lifestyles
✓ making foods have a longer shelf life by adding preservatives

Food supply chain
It is important for us to understand the food supply chain.

Animals can be reared indoors or outdoors.

Chickens farmed intensively indoors. This is often known as battery hen farming. Chickens are reared 
in large numbers indoors to produce a high income for the farmer.

Free range chickens. Chickens are allowed to roam outside during daylight hours and are given much 
more space. Animal welfare is the top priority. Quality assurance

There are a number of quality assurance schemes in place to help consumers recognise that they are 
buying a top quality product, where the animal has been reared in the best conditions possible. These 
schemes assure the consumer of the quality of the product. They also help to promote high standards 
within the food industry.
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5. Food Waste

6. Where food comes from

Why do we waste food
Many of us buy more than we need, cook more than we are going to eat and 
don't use up food before it goes out of date.

Food ends up in the bin because:
❑ We buy more than we need.
❑ We cook and fill our plates with more than we are going to eat.
❑ We forget to use food up before it goes out of date.
❑ We do not store food correctly so it goes bad more quickly than it should.

What is bad about food waste?
❑ Producing food uses up natural resources like water and energy. This has 

an impact on climate change.
❑ In some countries, people go hungry because they do not have enough 

food.
❑ We spend a lot of time shopping for food and preparing it into meals.
❑ Wasting food costs us money.
❑ Food waste often ends up in landfill. This is harmful for our planet.

Ideas to prevent food waste
✓ Plan meals – talk about the dinners you would like to have for the week 

and buy only the ingredients needed.
✓ Shopping list – take a list to the supermarket and stick to it. Only buy 

what you need.
✓ Buy wonky fruit and vegetables – produce that is misshapen often gets 

left behind in the supermarket. It might look a little different but it tastes 
just as good!

✓ Buy short shelf life food – shops have to throw away food when it 
reaches its 'Use by' date so they sometimes reduce the price to sell it 
quickly. It can stop waste and save money if you will eat it before it is out 
of date.

✓ Storing food Storing food correctly can keep it fresher for longer. Here 
are some examples:

✓ Bread needs to be stored in a cool, dark place to prevent mould.
✓ Lettuce is best kept in the salad drawer of the fridge.
✓ Cheese should be wrapped and chilled in the fridge.
✓ Do not store highly gaseous produce, like bananas and 

avocados, with other fruits as they will make them turn bad 
quicker.

✓ Fridge-You should store milk, butter, yoghurt, meat, fish, and vegetables 
in the fridge to keep them cool and fresh.

✓ Freeze - store food in the freezer to keep it fresh and use it later leftover 
food and meat.

✓ Cupboard-You can store pasta, tins of soup and beans, cereal, bread, and 
jars in the cupboard. Once opened, tins and jars should be covered and 
kept in the fridge. Bread should be wrapped to stop it going stale.

✓ Use all your food up – use what you already have before you go shopping 
again. You can take leftovers for lunch or make banana bread from 
overripe bananas that would otherwise go to waste.

✓ Get composting! Sometimes even if we try not to waste, we are still left 
with food scraps. Before we bin them and send them to landfill, we 
should stop and think…compost!

What is composting?
✓ Composting is a natural process that breaks down rotting food and 

plants and turns it into soil.
✓ Compost bins can be as simple as a plastic bin with air holes in it.
✓ Fill your compost bin with scraps of fruit, vegetables, cut 

grass and other garden waste. You can even 
compost teabags and scrunched up paper.

✓ Food waste and scraps from animal products like meat cannot be put 
in most compost bins.

✓ Over time the waste will break down and become nutrient-rich soil.
✓ This soil is perfect for helping new plants grow. You could use your 

compost to grow your own vegetables.

The benefits and challenges of making sustainable food choices
Benefits
•By using sustainable food practices like reducing the amount of food we 
waste and making good decisions about the food we eat, we 
can preserve the world's food supplies and lessen our impact on the 
environment.
•By reducing food waste and planning your shopping, you can save 
money. The less food you buy and waste, the less money you spend.
•Composted food can be used to grow more food, or even generate 
electricity.

Challenges
•People might not know how to plan meals for a shopping list.
•People might be too busy to think about and plan the food they buy. 
Sometimes this can lead to buying too much and the food then goes to 
waste because it is past its sell by date.
•Composting and a lot of other recycling methods take time and space, 
which some people don't have. Others might not know how to get 
started.

Different countries produce different types of food, which is often dependent on 
their . For example, Asian countries grow rice, African countries grow cocoa, South 
American countries produce , and European countries produce a lot of milk and 
fish. Of all in the world, around half is farmed.
Modern food production allows some, but not all, of the world’s population to 
enjoy a varied diet throughout the year. For example, it is possible to eat 
strawberries in winter in the UK. This scale of food production can have negative 
impacts on people, animals and places.
Increasing adds to global . This is because fuel is required to move food between 
countries, which leads to increased .
What is sustainable fish and meat production?
food production involves farming the land whilst also protecting it for future 

generations.
Fish
Sustainable fishing involves allowing fish stocks to our seas. This means fewer fish 
are caught at any one time, ensuring there will be enough fish for the future.
Catching fewer fish can be achieved through a better design of fishing nets that 
have holes that allow smaller fish to escape. Smaller fish can then grow and 
repopulate the oceans.
Meat
Some farmers feed to animals, as opposed to grass, as it increases their weight 
and heavier animals can be sold on for more money. This results in further in 
order to create the farms to grow the grain. Likewise, some cattle are given to 
make them grow more quickly. Sustainable meat production involves rearing 
animals on grass rather than grain, without using hormones.

How else can food supplies be increased sustainably?
As well as meat and fish, various other types of food can be produced in a 
sustainable way.
Organic farming-relies on natural products and processes. These include:
✓ natural , such as , rather than chemicals.
✓ using natural predators, such as ladybirds, to control like .
✓ which allows soils to recover

Urban and peri-urban horticulture (UPH)
involves growing food in and around cities. Small plots produce more food than 
the equivalent area of farmland. Urban plots also reduce food miles .

Eating seasonal foods
Importing food allows us to eat a wider variety of produce throughout the year. 
For example, strawberries grow in the UK during the summer months. 
Strawberries are imported to the UK during the winter so they can be bought in 
supermarkets throughout the year.
However, imported food has high food miles. In addition to this, growing food out 
of season in heated greenhouses or storing food generates . Eating locally grown 
food that is in season, therefore, helps to reduce carbon emissions.

Farming
Farms can be categorised according to what is being grown or reared, the size of the 
operation and the agricultural techniques being used.
Farming can be:
✓ sedentary or nomadic
✓ subsistence or commercial
✓ arable, pastoral or mixed
✓ extensive or intensive
Sedentary or nomadic?
✓ Sedentary farming is when a farm is based in the same location all the time.
✓ Nomadic farming is when a farmer moves from one place to another. This is 

common in some LEDCs.
Subsistence or commercial?
✓ Subsistence farming is when crops and animals are produced by a farmer to feed 

their family, rather than to take to market.
✓ Commercial farming is when crops and animals are produced to sell at market 

for a profit.
Arable, pastoral or mixed?
✓ Arable farms grow crops. Crops are plants that are harvested from the ground to 

be eaten or sold.
✓ Pastoral farms rear animals - either for animal by-products such as milk, eggs or 

wool, or for meat.
✓ Mixed farms grow crops and rear animals.
Extensive or intensive?
✓ Extensive farming is where a relatively small amount of produce is generated 

from a large area of farmland.
✓ Intensive farming is where a large amount of produce is generated from a 

relatively small area of land. Inputs will be high to achieve a high yield per 
hectare. Inputs could be either fertilisers, machines or labour.

Distribution of farming
Physical factors will determine which type of farming takes place in a 
particular area. Climate and relief are the dominant factors in determining which 
crops will grow and which animals are suited to the landscape. Human factors, such 
as proximity to markets, are important with some types of farming, such as market 
gardening.



7. Food Labeling

Arable farming
Arable farming is common in the south east where the summers are 
warm and the land is low, flat and fertile. The south east also has good 
transport links and farms are close to markets in towns and cities such as 
London.
Market gardening
Human factors such as finance and proximity to markets are important to 
market gardening. It is common in East Anglia where fruit, vegetables 
and flowers are grown.
Hill sheep farming
Hill sheep farming takes place in the north and west of Britain in highland 
areas such as Snowdonia and the Lake District. There are cool summers 
and high rainfall. The climate and steep land make these areas unsuitable 
for growing crops.
Dairy farming
Dairy farming is common in the south west and the west of England 
where the climate is warm and wet. There are also good transport links 
and good access routes to markets in these areas. The land may be flat or 
hilly, but not too steep.
Mixed farming
Mixed farming is found in areas where the climate and relief suit both 
crops and animals. It needs to be warm, but not too wet, and the soils 
need to be fertile and flat. Mixed farms need good transport links and 
accessibility to markets.

Human factors
Good access to markets
Large areas of farmland so larger machines can be 
used
Investment by companies - farms are owned by large 
companies able to use economies of scale

Farm diversification
Farming in the UK today is no longer as profitable for everybody 
as it has been. Reasons for this are:
✓ Supermarkets buy in bulk and are driving down the price of 

the food
✓ Imported food is often cheaper
✓ Mechanisation and changes to grants have meant smaller 

farms and hill farms go out of business
Farms can diversify to try and keep making money. This means 
that the farm will start to create other areas of income, such as 
creating a tourist attraction, offering bed and breakfast or 
selling produce via a farm shop. Some farms may also close and 
start a different business on the land.

Organic farming
Organically farmed produce
Organic farming does not use chemical fertilisers or feed additives for 
livestock. It relies upon more natural forms of farming such as biological 
pest control and crop rotation. Using ladybirds which eat aphids is one 
example where a natural process replaces a chemical pesticide.
Organic farming is less efficient and so produce does cost more. The 
demand for organic produce is increasing in the UK. However people 
may go back to non-organically produced produce if their income falls.

Positive aspects of organic farming
✓ The environment benefits because natural habitats are less 

threatened.
✓ The soil can be in better condition because of the manure used.
✓ It can provide healthier food for people.
✓ Biodiversity increases with fewer chemicals which harm bees and 

other insects.
✓ The industry is worth over £1 billion a year.

Negative aspects of organic farming
✓ More produce is damaged by pests.
✓ Weed control is time consuming as weeds are often removed 

mechanically.
✓ Organic dairy farms produce more methane per animal than non-

organically produced. This is because of the diet of the cattle.
✓ Some organic farming methods use more water than non-organically 

produce methods.
✓ Yields from organic crops are usually lower than those from non-

organically produced but the difference varies between types of crop 
and over time.

✓ Most of the organic food bought is actually imported.

Mandatory and voluntary information
Food labels have both mandatory and voluntary information.
Mandatory – this means information that must be included by law.
Voluntary – this is information that the manufacturer includes as they feel it may be useful for the consumer. For example, 'suitable for vegetarians'.

Ethical and environmental food labelling
The Fairtrade Foundation

You may recognize the Fairtrade logo from different foods such as bananas, 
chocolate, coffee and tea.
The Fairtrade logo is displayed on foods which have been grown using sustainable 
methods by farmers in developing countries. These farmers will have received a fair 
price for their product and have decent working conditions.
Fairtrade helps disadvantaged producers or farmers in developing countries by 
promoting fair trading conditions, combatting poverty and helping them take 
control over their own lives.
Fairtrade provides the following for farmers and producers:
✓ fair prices for their product
✓ good working conditions
✓ support for the communities where the farmers live
✓ protection for the environment farmers work in
In turn this means that more money can be invested in schools, healthcare and 
better sanitation for the community. All of which improves the standard of living.

The Soil Association
The Soil Association works through the food chain to set high standards for healthy, 
humane, sustainable and organic food production.
The association works with farmers, manufacturers and retailers to maintain high 
standards of organic food production.
The Soil Association aims to change food culture by working with schools and work 
places, while securing the future of farming by helping the government to 
implement policy changes.

8. Cake making methods and what went wrong & why? 

What has gone wrong when…The cake sinks in the middle...The oven door was opened 
before the cake was set. The cake was removed from the oven too soon, the cake is under 
baked The surface of the cake is covered with little air holes...The cake was not placed in the 
oven quick enough. The oven temperature was too low. The raising agent was not evenly 
mixed through the batter The cake has a thick crust...The oven temperature was too high. 
The cake is overbaked The top of the cake is domed and cracked...The over temperature was 
too high The cake has a sour flavour and odd colour...Too much bicarbonate of soda was 
used

Preparing the tin The cake tin should be prepared before starting the recipe. Brush the tin
lightly with vegetable oil. To line the base of the tin accurately use the tin as a template and
draw around the outside of the base of the tin onto greaseproof paper or non-stick baking
parchment with a pencil. Using scissors cut just inside the pencil mark and place into the tin

Case study: Cambridgeshire
Cambridgeshire is one of the most agriculturally productive areas in 
Europe. The area is used for arable farming because of:
Physical factors

Low lying land
Well-drained soil
Warm summers (18°C in July)
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Measuring Development

Development is the progress of a country in terms of economic growth, the 
use of technology and human welfare. It suggests: advancement, growth, 
improvement, increase, maturity, progress, changes for the better.

Development Indicators:

GNI Gross National Income (Money earned by residents 
of a country including money earned abroad).

GNI Per Capita Total money earned by a country divided by its total 
population

HDI Human Development Index. Calculated using life 
expectancy, adult literacy, and per capita income.

Infant mortality How many children per 1000 die before they are 1.

Literacy rate The % of adults that read and write acceptably.

Some development indicators are more useful than others. GNI is an average 
economic measure so may not show the economic inequality within a 
country. It also doesn’t include any social measures such as life expectancy. 
GNI Per Capita is more useful as it considers the population. The most useful 
one is HDI as this is a mixture of social and economic indicators. 

Reducing the Development gap 1: Fair Trade Bananas 
Case Study: The Windward Islands 

What is it? Positives Negatives

Fair trade is a movement 
which aims to help 
producers in LICs 
improve their trading, 
working conditions and 
quality of life QOL.

Fair trade typically 
includes primary 
products such as 
bananas that are 
exported from LICs to 
HICs. 

• Improved, fairer wages 
paid to the producers.
• Social premium 
(Community taxes) on 
products can be used to 
build schools and help 
improve QOL.
•Improved working 
conditions for 
employees.
•Small scale farmer have 
more control over 
prices. 

•Can be expensive to get 
Fair Trade certification. 
•The poorest farmers 
can suffer as they don’t 
have certification.
•Fair trade products 
are more expensive to 
buy.

Key terms

Standard of living : the economic level of a person’s daily life. 
Quality of life :is a social measure of well being e.g. Life expectancy or 
Literacy Rates.

HIC :  High Income Country (rich)
NEE : Newly Emerging Economies e.g. India/China. 
LIC : Low Income Country (poor)

Why are some places richer than others?

Physical Environment Health

• Hot dry climates mean food cannot be 
grown so it has to bought from other 
countries.

• Areas without fertile land, natural 
resources, water and energy suffer.

• Natural hazards make little progress 
with development e.g. Haiti.

• Diseases can make people too
     weak to work or go to school.
• Lack of fresh water meads to illness.
• LIC’s haven’t got enough money to 

invest in good quality health care

Trade History

• Primary products sold by LICs are sold 
for cheap prices. HICs make more 
expensive products so earn more.

• Poor infrastructure (roads/internet 
/power) or conflict means some people 
cannot sell their goods at all.

• Landlocked countries were unable to 
trade easily.

• Many countries in Asia, South America 
and Africa have spent a lot of time and 
money on conflicts since they became 
independent from HICs.

• Many LICs haven’t had time to develop 
fully as they were colonised and 
exploited by HICs.

Classifying the World’s Development

• An HIC has an GNI per capita of over 
$12,000.

• A NEE has an economy that is rapidly 
progressing.

• A LIC has a GNI per capita of below 
$800.

• How useful is the Brandt map today?

In the 1980’s, Dr Brandt classified the world into the rich north and the poor south. He 
drew this line called the Brandt Line or the North-South Divide.
However, over time countries in the south began to develop e.g. Singapore and China, and 
the line became outdated.

Development Relationships 

Development indicators are linked and show different relationships. They will 
change as a country develops. The table below shows how indicators change 
as countries become wealthier. 

What is Aid and how can it help?

AID : Help given from country to another, typically from a richer country to a 
less developed country. It can also be from a charity or organisation. 

Type What it means 

Short term/Emergency Immediate relief in emergencies such as famines, earthquakes, 
floods and droughts. This includes money, food, blankets, tents 
and medical supplies.

Long Term For economic and social development. Its aim is to improve 
the quality of life for people in LICs/NEEs

Indicator Change Why?

Birth Rate Decrease Government spends more money on 
family planning, access to contraception 

increases. 

Death Rate Decrease Improved health care and access to clean 
water reduces disease and deaths. 

HDI Increase Increase in life expectancy, literacy and 
GNI per capita 

Literacy Rate Increase More schools are built, families prioritise 
education for children

Sanitation Increase More toilets and sewage systems are built

Reducing the Development gap 2: Fair Trade Footballs – Micro Finance 
Case Study: Pakistan 

What is it? Positives Negatives

Microfinance loans are 
when money is lent to 
LICs to help them to 
develop. These are often 
small loans with 
reasonable interest 
rates. They are available 
to people and 
businesses who may 
normally struggle to get 
credit

• Prevents people 
becoming over reliant 
on fair trade.
•Allows them to set 
their own business up
•New businesses can 
provide jobs for people 
outside of fair trade
•It is a loan so people 
feel they are not being 
given hand outs

• It is a loan so they 
have to pay the 
money back

• If the business fails 
then fair trade loses 
the money

• Only a limited 
amount of 
microcredit 
schemes available. 

Reducing the Development gap 3: Case Study: Tourism in Jamaica

Sustainable Tourism: Sustainable tourism aims to support local communities socially 
and economically whilst causing no harm to the environment. It is expanding in 
more isolated regions of Jamaica, with people running small-scale lodges. 

Background: Jamaica is one of the 
largest islands in the West Indies. It 
has a population of 2.7 million. Its 
economy is based upon minerals, 
agricultural products, 
manufacturing and tourism. 
Tourism is growing in Jamaica. 

Attractions: Beach holidays with beautiful 
sandy beaches and clear seas in places like 
Montego Bay. It has a rich cultural 
heritage. Jamaica is a hub for cruises. 
Money spent in a hotel helps to create jobs 
in the hotel, but it also jobs indirectly 
elsewhere in the economy.  E.g. The hotel 
buys food from local farmers, who may 
spend some of this money on fertiliser or 
clothes. 

Positive Impacts Negative Impacts

- Tourism counts for 24% of GDP;
expected to be 32% by 2024. 
-Income from tourism is US$2 
billion per year
- The industry provides 200,000 
jobs. 
- Investment in infrastructure has 
occurred in the North of the island. 

- Economic: jobs in tourism are often 
poorly paid. Many hotels are owned by 
TNCs and much of the profit goes to HICs. 
- Social: Investment in water supplies and 
sanitation are focussed on tourist areas, 
not locals.
- Environmental: Tourism generates waste 
and causes footpath erosion. 

Employment structures

Employment Structures: An overview of the type of jobs that people do in a country or 
area. LICS tend to have more people in Primary jobs, HICS more in tertiary and quaternary 
jobs. Employment structures change with development. 
Primary: Extraction of raw materials from the ground or sea. E.g. mining, farming.
Secondary: When goods are made; also known as manufacturing. E.g. car industry
Tertiary: When a service is provided. E.g. teacher
Quaternary: High tech, research and development based. 
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Unit 1: “Ich liebe Ferien” – Key Vocabulary and Grammar
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Year 9 Half-Term 1 German Knowledge Organiser
Unit 1: “Ich liebe Ferien” – Key Vocabulary and Grammar
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Militarism/Anglo-German arms race: Britain had ruled the 
seas without any challenge since 1805 (Battle of Trafalgar). 
Kaiser Wilhelm II announced he would build a powerful 
German navy, in belief that to become a world power, it had 
to challenge the might of the British navy. Germany passed 
the 1898 and 1900 Navy Laws, ordering the building of battle 
ships, the first 19 and the second 38. The British response was 
to build the HMS Dreadnought. Launched in 1906 it made all 
other battleships instantly out of date. Germany built their 
own version SMS Rhineland. By 1914 Germany had doubled its 
navy and was the second biggest naval power. Britain was 
suspicious so developed relations with Russia and France.

Nationalism and the Balkans: The Balkans began demanding 
independence as the Ottoman Empire lost power. Turkey 
began losing control of the Balkan states. Austria-Hungary 
worried Serbs in their empire would demand independence 
too. Russia took interest in the Balkans hoping to increase their 
own power. Serbia had grown stronger and the rise in Serbian 
nationalism meant Serbia was a direct threat to Austria.

Assassination in Sarajevo: nationalism: On the 28th June 1914, 
the heir to the Austro-Hungarian empire—Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand—arrived in the Bosnian city of Sarajevo. Bosnia had 
been annexed  by Austria in 1908—but many were unhappy 
about this. They wanted to join their neighbours, Serbia. The 
‘Black Hand Gang’ wanted to unite Bosnia and Serbia and 
planned to assassinate the Archduke. Gavrilo Princip 
successfully shot the Archduke and his wife Sophie. Anti-Serb 
riots broke out in Austria and Austria declared war on Serbia.

Schlieffen Plan: The two countries Germany feared most were 
France and Russia. It was essential for Germany to avoid 
fighting them at the same time. In 1897 Field Marshal Alfred 
von Schlieffen began to draw up a plan. The plan was to 
defeat both enemies quickly. If Germany was threatened 
with war, they would attack and defeat France first, before 
turning to fight Russia. It required the German army to mobilise 
early. It was because of the Schlieffen plan, Germany 
declared war on France and invaded Belgium in August 1914. 
Britain had promised to defend Belgium.

H
isto

ry
Why did the Great War start?: World wars begin for a number of 
different reasons that build up over a number of years (long-term 
causes). Many countries took pride in their country leading to rivalry 
between nations. Countries began building their armies and navies to 
make sure theirs was best. There was a race to gain control of other 
nations which led to more tension and rivalry. As countries felt more 
threatened, they began to join in alliances. By 1914 Europe was like a 
barrel of gunpowder, only needing a spark to make the whole thing 
explode.

German nationalism: After the Franco-Prussian war in 1870-1871 the 
German Empire was created with Kaiser Wilhelm I as its emperor, 
before this there had been many separate German states. Pride in the 
German victory spread throughout German states. These states shared 
a common language and traditions. This new nation in the middle of 
Europe and German politicians were aware that the great powers 
might be suspicious of their new country and ambitions, they upset the 
‘balance of power’.

Imperialism: The Great Powers of Britain, France, Germany and Austria-
Hungary were all trying to gain and maintain colonies. 
Colonies were important to them as they provided raw materials for 
growing industries and markets. Colonies contributed to the wealth of 
the great powers and therefore to their strength and importance. 
Britain had the largest empire in the world which was protected by the 
Royal Navy, they intended to keep their status. Germany wanted to be 
a strong world power by building an empire, this was seen as a 
challenge by the British. In order to protect their empires, the Great 
Powers needed to build their military and make alliances.

Alliances: As each country began to feel threatened, they looked for 
friends to back them up in a time of war—known as allies. Europe split 
into two alliances. Britain, France and Russia formed the Triple Entente, 
and Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy formed the Triple Alliance. The 
idea was to put people off starting a war as it would mean fighting 
three nations as opposed to one. Although this made them more 
secure, it meant that it would only take one small disagreement 
between two nations and all of them would be dragged into a war. The 
German Kaiser believed Germany was deliberately being surrounded 
by hostile powers that were determined to stop Germany becoming a 
great power.
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Year 9: Unit 1: Was WW1 Inevitable?

Assassination The murder of someone famous or important.  Archduke Franz 

Ferdinand was assassinated in Sarajevo on 28th June 1914.

Schlieffen 

Plan

A plan made to help Germany beat both France and Russia if 

necessary.

Mobilise Prepare and organise troops for service – get ready to fight.

Kaiser German word of ‘emperor’.

Great powers Countries that have international influence and military 

strength.

Colony Land under the control of people from another country.

Balkans An area of land in south-east Europe that included Bosnia, 

Serbia and Turkey. This is where nationalism grew and worried 

the great powers.

Annex Seizing an area of land and making it part of your country.

Dreadnought A large and fast battleship with large guns: the best warship at 

the time.

The Black 

Hand

A group of Serbian army officers who wanted to unite all Serbs 

in the Balkans, they called themselves ‘ Unification or Death’.

Alliances Countries that are friendly towards each other make an 

agreement that benefits each of them and become allies.  

Nationalism Having pride in your country and thinking that it’s better than 

others.  This caused tension between countries in Europe.

Empire/

Imperialism

Some countries take over others and create an empire.  The 

countries they take over become colonies.  Lots of European 

countries were building up their empires which led to tension.

Militarism To compete with others to have the strongest military.  This can 

lead to an arms race where countries spend lots of money 

building up their armies and navies.
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Year 9: Unit1: Was WW1 a disaster?

Who fought and where? When war was declared, thousands of 

men volunteered to join the 247,000 soldiers in the British army. 

Men had to be 18 to join up and 19 to fight overseas, many lied 

about their age. In the first year of war, 1.1 million men enlisted. In 

January 1916 conscription was introduced, it became compulsory 

for single men aged 18-41 to join. Later in the year, this was 

extended to include married men. Fighting took place across the 

globe, in Africa, France, Italy , Russia, The Middle East and at sea. 

Indian and Sikh contributions When war broke out in 1914, as part 

of the British Empire, India rallied to the support of Britain. 

Over 1.4 million Indian soldiers and non-combatants served in the 
war, including on the Western Front. For many Sikhs, bravery on the 

battlefield was in itself an honourable act, one soldier fighting on 

the Somme wrote, "It is quite impossible that I should return alive. 

Don't be grieved at my death because I shall die arms in hand, 

wearing the warriors clothes. This is the most happy death that 

anyone can die”. But any Sikh soldiers who'd hoped that their 

loyalty during the war would be rewarded with greater autonomy 

back in their homeland were in for a shock.

Trench warfare By December 1914 it was clear the Schlieffen Plan 

had not worked. British, French and Belgian troops had fought back 

stronger than anticipated. Germany was faced with war on two 

fronts, the Western Front and the Eastern Front where both sides had 

dug long lines of trenches. Neither side could move forwards, it was 

stalemate. Soldiers had to live with poor conditions. It was 

impossible to keep clean and healthy. Constant shelling across No 

Man’s Land and masses of mud made it harder.

Impact of living in the trenches Armies were forced to live 

underground for days on end leading to poor health conditions. 
There were a range of physical, psychological, short-term and 

long-term impacts. Body lice swarmed men’s clothing, the cold 

wet conditions led to trench foot and constant artillery fire led to 

shell shock. Shell shock was largely misunderstood. Some cases 

resulted in men being court-martialled, accused of being a 

coward or deserter and being shot by their own leaders. In 1922 

the British War Office Committee announced shell shock didn’t 

exist. Today it is recognised as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

Lions led by donkeys? WW1 was a made up of many different 
battle across the globe. Fighting was dragged out for four 
years, leading to many casualties and deaths. Stalemate at the 
frontline was never broken and fighting ultimately came to an 
end when food supplies were running out. This led to many 
questions about how effective the leadership of the allied 
forces was and has become open to debate. Even today, 
people hold strong opinions about the commanders of the 
British and Allied forces in the Great War.

Butcher of the Somme? The Allied Infantry attack on German 
trenches at the Somme began on 1st July 1916. By the end of 
the first day, 57,470 Allied and 8,000 German soldiers were 
dead or wounded. A week before the attack, the Allies had 
begun a bombardment, designed to destroy the German 
front-line trenches. The Germans knew about Allied 
preparations from reports by observer aeroplanes. Their troops 
retreated to dug-outs and waited as the Allies shelled empty 
trenches. The Germans emerged unhurt and set up their 
machine guns when the Allied infantry attacked. Even after the 
first disastrous day, the Allied commander, General Haig, saw 

no reason to change his tactics. For his part, Haig was given 
the nickname ‘the Butcher of the Somme’.

Gains and losses of WW1 The loss of 616,382 British servicemen 
had terrible long-term effects, children without fathers, widows. 
The men who died or were injured could have been talented 
doctors, engineers, poets, teachers, plumbers or policemen. 
Some people call them the lost generation. There was a 
shortage of housing, two million unemployed by 1921 and 
reduced pay causing a general strike. However, WW1 sped up 
change in many areas. Medicine and medical techniques 
developed from treating the wounded, such as blood 
transfusions, x-rays and plastic surgery. Aircraft design 
developed and wireless radio as well as use of chemicals.

Was the end of WW1 the start of WW2? The Great War ended 
when the German Kaiser abdicated and the government 
called for an armistice. In 1919 the winning countries decided 
what should happen to Germany, resulting in the Treaty of 
Versailles. The treaty was humiliating for Germany.
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What is right & wrong?
Religion, Philosophy & Ethics 

Key Terms Definition

Ethics Moral principles that govern a person’s behaviors, deciding what is 
right or wrong 

Moral theory A theory about how we should live in order to attempt to live right 
and be good people

Utilitarianism A theory that suggests, when deciding what is morally right, we must  
always consider what will bring about the greatest happiness for 
the largest number of people

Situation Ethics A theory that suggests, when deciding what is morally right, we 
must  always do the most loving thing

Moral Dilemma A situation where a person must make a decision about what is right 
and wrong

Parable A story used to demonstrate a moral teaching, by Jesus in the Bible

Stewardship is caring for others and the environment for the benefit of future 
generations

Quotes

“The greatest 
happiness for the 
greatest number” 
Jeremy Bentham 
(Utilitarianism) 

“Only one thing is 
intrinsically good, 

namely love” 
Joseph Fletcher 

(Situation Ethics)

“Love your 
neighbour” Jesus, 

Bible 

Ethics in the Bible
The Ten Commandments are written in the 
Old Testament (Jewish Torah). They 
outline five ways someone should show 
love to God and five ways someone should 
show love to their neighbour. 

Jesus was born Jewish but rejected Jewish 
beliefs to promote a new covenant (set of 
beliefs) which is now known as 
Christianity. 

When asked which of the Jewish teachings 
(10 Commandments) were most important 
Jesus said the Greatest Commandment is 
to Love God and Love your neighbour.

Parables like the Sheep and Goats explain 
how someone can live by the Greatest 
Commandment.

Utilitarianism
Focuses on the amount of happiness the action produces

This ethical theory determines what is right and wrong by focusing on the 
outcome of happiness (utility).
• Philosopher Jeremy Bentham (18th century) promoted “act 

utilitarianism” - what is morally right is what brings about the greatest 
happiness for the greatest number.

• If we all follow utilitarianism we have the greatest chance of being 
happy. 

Situation Ethics

Focuses on doing the most loving thing in the 
situation

This ethical theory takes the situation into account 
before deciding on what 
is right and wrong.
• Christian Philosopher Joseph Fletcher developed 

the theory of situation ethics
in the 1960’s, in his book entitled Situation 
Ethics. 

• Agape love (unconditional love) is at the heart 
of Christianity and this theory. 

• Based on Christian ethics, this theory suggests 
there are no set moral laws that apply to all 
circumstances, instead it is important to 
consider the circumstance and what the most 
loving thing to do is.

• For example, killing could be considered 
immoral (wrong) in one circumstance but 
morally permissible (allowed) in another. As 
each situation is different, the outcome 
therefore will be too. 

- Weakness: each person’s definition and interpretation of love is 
different so we cannot ensure the most loving action is always carried out

- Weaknesses: some people have different definitions of what happiness 
is and  the outcome of actions can not always be predicted correctly
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Charity 

Judaism Tzedaka means giving to those in need. Jews are taught to give 
one tenth of their wealth to the poor to help them survive. 

Christianity The Bible has many teachings that encourage giving to charity 
although here is no set amount. Parables such as the Sheep & the 
Goats encourage charity which will be rewarded in heaven. 

Islam Zakat is the Muslim duty to give to charity in order to reduce 
suffering in the world. Muslims believe that paying Zakat purifies, 
increases and blesses the wealth they have left. After bills, Muslims 
are taught to give 2.5% of any remaining wealth to charity

Other Moral Views… 

Humanist (atheist) Ethics
Humanists actively seek to live good lives without following a religion. They believe 
people should work together to improve the quality of life for all. Their moral values 
are based on human nature and life experiences. Humanists base their moral 
principles on reason, shared human values and respect for others. Thinkers such as 
Charles Darwin, Marie Curie and George Eliot have all influenced Humanism.

Ethical Decisions  -To live good lives, decisions must be weighed up for their positive 
and negative consequences for all. Humanists believe there are no perfect decisions.

Independent work
- - Create flash cards for the key terms 
- - Create a knowledge poster summarising the topic; what is Situation Ethics, 

what is Utilitarianism, what are some set moral laws from the Bible, ethical 
ideas in Humanism, what different ethical theories and religion say about 
charity

- - Answer these questions in fully explained sentences. Imagine they are exam 
questions, write in as much detail as you can 

A. What does the Bible teach about right and wrong?
B. What is the difference between situation ethics and utilitarianism?
C. Which ethical theory is the best?
D. What do humanists believe about ethics and why?
E. What are different religious and non-religious views on charity?

TIF: Turn your above answers into PEE answers
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Medical Ethics
Year 9 Topic 2 - Religion, Philosophy & Ethics 

Key Terms Definition

Sanctity of life The belief that life is sacred, holy and belongs to God because God created it. Jews, 
Christians and Muslims believe in the sanctity of life.

Quality of life A standard of health, comfort and happiness experience by an individual

Abortion the purposeful ending of a pregnancy

Euthanasia The painless killing of someone dying from a painful disease or suffering from a  
life-limiting and very painful condition

Embryo A fertilized egg in the first eight weeks after conception 

IVF In-virto fertilization is the method of fertilizing a human egg in a test tube

Organ donation Giving organs to be used in transplant surgery

“Do not kill” Commandment from Exodus 
(Bible) 

“Love your neighbor” is the Greatest 
Commandment from Jesus (Book of 

Matthew in Bible)

“euthanasia is a grave violation of the law 
of God” Pope Francis

“Treat people the way you want to be 
treated” Golden Rule from the Bible

Sanctity of Life
Due to being create by a deity (God), most religions believe life is sacred and holy thus it should be respected and 

protected.

Jews, Christians & Muslims, Sikhs 
& Hindus all believe life was created 

by a God thus it is sacred

Buddhism believe life is rare 
and precious. Although it isn’t 
sacred as no God formed it, it 

should be wholly respect.

Humanist atheists do not believe 
in a God so life isn’t sacred. Instead 

it should be respected  

Organ Donation after Death
Organ donation enables sick people to live healthier lives. On 
average 6500 people are awaiting donations in he UK at all times.  

- Most Christians believe agree with it as a way of living out the 
Greatest Commandment “love your neighbor”

- Most Hindus believe organ donation is a virtuous (good) act and, 
since their soul lives on through reincarnation, not their body it is 
encouraged.

- Most Muslims do not agree with it because the Shari’ah (Islam’s 
legal teachings) teach nothing should be removed from the body 
after death. Also some see it as playing God which is the greatest 
sin of shirk (idolatry). 
However, the UK Muslim Law Council allows it  as Islam teaches 
kindness is important

IVF Facts
IVF: egg is taken from the mother’s 
womb, fertilized in a test tube and 
put back in the womb
Artificial Insemination can involve 
the donor sperm and eggs if the man 
and/or women do not have the ability 
to use their own
- 12.5% couples in UK have fertility 
problems 
- Its part of human nature to want 
children, psychological problems may 
result by not having them
- In 2007, 12% births were results of 
fertility treatments

Some Christians are against IVF 
because it is “playing God”. Also,  
fertilised eggs that are not needed 
are often thrown away which is killing 
a life as life starts at conception 
(when sperm meets the egg). 

Some Christians allow IVF because 
they believe the purpose of marriage 
is to have children and it allows one 
to do this

Many Muslims allow IVF because 
they do not believe embryos 
(fertilized eggs) have been given souls 
yet so no killing occurs 59



Abortion
Abortion is the deliberate termination of a pregnancy so the baby is not born. 
In the UK abortion is legal up to 24 weeks (and sometimes after) if two doctors agree… 
- The women’s mental or physical health is in danger
- The women’s life is at risk 
- A pre-existing child’s health is at risk 
- The baby will be born severely disabled with low/no quality of life  
The law was made in 1967 when babies never lived if born before 24 week, now babies can survive if born this early and so some believe 
the abortion law needs amending. 

Pro-choice Argument (For legal abortions)
Some Christians believe… 
- Life may not begin at conception 
- Life is sacred (holy) but Jesus taught mankind to “love you neighbour” and abortion 
may be the most loving thing
- The bible teaches “treat people the way you want to be treated” if I was in their 
circumstance then I may want an abortion so we should let them decide.

There is no one atheist view but most Humanists believe…
- Abortion is a personal choice
- Life is not ‘sacred’ as God did not create life 
- What is important is quality of life thus abortion may be used to prevent poor 
quality of life for the mother or baby
- Peter Singer believes life doesn’t begin at conception, although an unborn baby 
may be a biological human it is not a person until it can reason and be self-aware, 
therefore ending a pregnancy isn’t murder

Pro-life Argument (Against abortions)
Other Christians believe…
- Abortion is wrong as all life begins at conception 
thus it is murder
- Human life is sacred (holy) as we are made 
“mage of God” therefore only God can end life
- “before I formed you in the womb I knew you” 
Jeremiah suggesting God has a plan for all life 
- Adoption is the better option when abortion is 
being considered 

Some Jews accept abortion because a famous 
Rabbi called Rashi once said life doesn’t begin 
until it has left the womb

Euthanasia
Euthanasia means “good death”. It is the painless killing of someone suffering or dying from a painful disease

Laws : It is illegal in the UK. Helping someone to commit euthanasia is also a crime. Some countries allow euthanasia such as Switzerland. 

Pro-choice Arguments (For euthanasia)

Liberal Christians… 
- allowing someone in immense pain to die with dignity, pain-free, 
is the most loving thing and Jesus instructs Christians to “love your 
neighbour”

Humanist (atheist) view… 
- There is no God which means there is no judgement of our 
actions, we should do what brings about the most amount of 
happiness and reduces suffering 
- Quality of life is important, we should allow people to end their 
lives when they have no quality of life

Pro-life Arguments (Against euthanasia)

Catholic Christians…
- Palliative care is a more suitable alternative; support people in 
their final days don’t end them 
- It goes against the sanctity of life

Secular (non-religious) views… 
- Euthanasia cannot be reversed and a cure may be found shortly 
after
- There is no way to guarantee someone doesn’t feel pressure to 
end their life as they see their illness as a burden to others

Independent work
- - Create flash cards for the 

key terms 

- - Create a knowledge 
poster summarising the 
topic; arguments for and 
against… the ‘sanctity of 
life’, organ donation, 
euthanasia & abortion

- - Answer these questions in 
fully explained sentences. 
Imagine they are exam 
questions, write in as much 
detail as you can 

A. What is the sanctity 
of life and do you 
believe in it?

B. Would you donate 
your organs? Why? 

C. What are two 
different religious 
views on euthanasia 
/ organ donation / 
abortion?

D. What Bible quotes 
could be used to 
argue for and which 
against  euthanasia? 

E. Do you believe 
women should have 
the right to have 
abortions if they 
wish? Why?

TIF: Turn your above answers 
into PEE answers
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Work Done

Electrical Energy

Year  9 Physics Term 1 – 
Energy 
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